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EVENT DESCRIPTION SHEET 

(To be filled in and uploaded as deliverable in the Portal Grant Management System, at the due date foreseen in the system. 

 Please provide one sheet per event (one event = one workpackage = one lump sum).) 

PROJECT 

Participant: 
Municipality of Lanuvio an Municipality of Zebbug 

 

PIC number:  913324744 

Project name and acronym:  Partnership in right and inclusion for democracy in 
Europe – P.R.I.D.E 

 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

Event number: [1] 

Event name: Partnership in right and inclusion for democracy in 

Europe – P.R.I.D.E 

Type: meeting  

In situ/online: In situ and online 

Location: Municipality of Lanuvio and Zebbug 

Date(s): 01/06/2022 al 30/06/2023 

Website(s) (if any): 
http://www.comune.lanuvio.rm.it/scambio-culturale-lanuvio-
zebbug-progetto-p-r-i-d-e/ 

Participants 

Female: 270 

Male: 200 

Non-binary: 
 

From country 1 Lanuvio]: 320 

From country 2 [Zebbug]: 150 

From country 3 [name]:  

…  

Total number of participants: 470 From total number of countries: 2 

Description 
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Provide a short description of the event and its activities. 

The total number of participants was around 470 people, with a difference 
according to the activities, carried out in Lanuvio and Zebbug. 
Infact, the number of participants and their age varied according to the different 
activities: online or in situ. 
 
Preparatory activity 
For the preparation of the project, online meetings were held between the 
designers, the institutional representatives of the two municipalities involved and 
the offices. Following the definition of the activities, a call for tenders was 
prepared for the selection of young people, aged between 14 and 25, for 
participation in the P.R.I.D.E. project. After the arrival of the questions, the 
participants were selected. the meetings between the planners, the 
administrations and the participants took place via remote platforms, email and 
a specially created whatsapp group. Before the meeting between the two 
delegations, all the material relating to the specific themes of the project and the 
meetings was prepared. The questionnaire was drawn up in order to understand, 
analyze and evaluate the final results and objectives achieved which was then 
administered to all participants. We proceeded to find all the cost estimates to 
deal with the project activities (air travel, accommodation, food, bus travel, etc.) 
and to make the assignments. 
 
Italy - Lanuvio 
January 4th 
On the day of the arrival of the Zebbug delegation to visit the village of Nemi.  
 
January 5th 
The inauguration ceremony saw the participation of the Mayors of the two cities 
and the presence of H.E. Carmelo Vassallo, Ambassador of Malta in Italy. After 
the institutional greetings, the Mayors greeted the delegations and then the "body 
percussion" concert was held, performed by the children of the Lanuvio schools. 
The civil and religious authorities of the city of Lanuvio and the population took 
part in the demonstration. 
After the twinning ceremony, the delegation was accompanied to Ariccia and 
visited Palazzo Chigi, where numerous testimonies of the Maltese presence in the 
Castelli Romani were found. 
Prince Ludovico Chigi Albani della Rovere was Grand Master of the Sovereign 
Military Order of Malta. In the evening Zebbug's delegation was involved in the 
traditional Christmas bingo. 
 
January 6th 
The most important monuments of Lanuvio were visited, guided by the director 
of the museum Luca Attenni. 
In the afternoon they tried their hand at preparing Maza, an ancient focaccia, 
under the guidance of Chef Verri. 
Testimonies of ancient authors, including Propertius and Elianus, attest that 
ceremonies were held in Lanuvio in honor of the snake sacred to Juno Sospita. 
After the historical and mythological notes of the focaccia, it was prepared and 
tasted. 
 
January 7th 
 the Maltese delegation, together with the boys from Lanuvio, went to Rome and 
throughout the day they visited the city's monuments, historic buildings and 
archaeological sites. together with the elderly dances typical of the two nations. 
 
Malta - Zebbug 
April 21st 
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Upon arrival, the Lanuvio delegation together with the Zebbug delegation visited 
the main natural and archaeological beauties of Marsalforn Bay 
 
April 22nd 
visit of the XweIni Bay of its geological formations created by the waves of the 
sea, to the discovery of the historical sites to finish with the view of the salt pans 
where salt is still obtained today as in Roman times. On the evening of Saturday 
22nd, the ceremony in honor of the delegation from Lanuvio was held in the Main 
Hall of the Circolo Bandistico Società Filarmonica Santa Marija in the presence of 
the Mayor of Zebbug Marlene Cinie, the Minister for Gozo -Su Clint Camilleri and 
the Deputy Mayor of Lanuvio Valeria Viglietti 
 
April 23rd 
Cultural journey on the main characteristics of the zebug under the guidance of 
Prof Mario Casser 
Following the Holy Mass and the traditional blessing of the animals along the main 
road of Zebug in the presence of the local authorities and the Rev. Archpiest 
Gwann Sultana 
The afternoon was dedicated to the visit of Dwerja and in particular the visit of 
the Church of Sant'Anna and the tour of the suggestive seaside resort 
 
April 24th 
visit to "The Citadel" of the interactive museum Then visit Gozo Cathedral with its 
works and museum and the basilica of sdan Giorgio and the "Il-Hagar" 
In the afternoon excursions to the main archaeological sites of the Ggantijia 
Archaeological Park & Ta'kola Mill and to the naturalistic beauties of the Calypso 
cave and the Perollos Mills of Xewkija 
 
April 25th 
The Lanuvio delegation met the Italian Ambassador to Malta, Dr. Fabrizio 
Romano, for an institutional greeting. 
 
Final activity and project’s impact 
The questionnaire administered to all participants was a useful tool for measuring 
the level of satisfaction with the activities envisaged and carried out during the 
P.R.I.D.E. Project, winner of the European tender included in the CERV 
Programme, funded by the European Commission. The questionnaire was 
completely anonymous, therefore all participants filled it out without hesitation. 
From the data analysis it emerged that most of the project participants do not 
know the CERV programs of the EU and they only became aware of them after 
participating in this project. Furthermore, the participants expressed the need to 
learn more about the European Union and the willingness to participate in other 
similar projects to get closer and closer to other European realities. 
 
The activities carried out saw a large participation of the citizens of the two 
countries involved (Lanuvio and Zebbug). 
Participants, aged between 16 and 25, were given a questionnaire in order to 
understand and analyze the results at the end of this project. 
An important fact that emerged from the data analysis is that this project has 
contributed to a great element of change in the young participants, in fact if they 
hadn't participated in the project they would never have had knowledge of the 
CERV programs and of what European programming and the opportunities for 
young people. 
It also helped to strengthen their knowledge of the European institutions and for 
many it was the first opportunity to meet with kids of different nationalities and 
discuss with them the issues underlying the P.R.I.D.E. project. 
Still analyzing the data in the questionnaire, another element that emerged was 
the need to participate more frequently in these projects in order to get to know 
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the European Union better and it also aroused a strong curiosity and a strong 
interest in the young participants who, following this project, expressed their 
intention to participate in other projects and tenders promoted by the European 
Commission. 
 
The involvement of Lanuvio’s citizens was great on the occasion of Twinning 
ceremony, which met with great success even beyond the expected age target. 
The same happened during the Presentation Ceremony of the project in the main 
hall of the Circolo Bandistico Società Filarmonica Santa Marija. 
The students of the two partner countries were involved in both ceremonies: this 
generated extensive discussions, also online, as foreseen in the Grant Agreement, 
and debates about human rights, gender equality, democracy, green deal and the 
future of the European Union.  
The participants of the Lanuvio and Zebbug target group met online via the 
platform; during these meetings, particular attention and sensitivity on the part 
of the youngsters to environmental issues and gender differences emerged. 
 
Project outcomes 
A celebratory cup with the European Union logo was given to the young people 
participating in the project. 
 
Uploaded pictures 
All the participants have signed a release for the use of the images, according to 
the current European legislation on the protection of sensitive data. 
 
Link to press articles and publication 
 
https://www.castellinotizie.it/2022/05/31/lanuvio-1-giugno-aperitivo-europeo-a-villa-sforza-
per-il-gemellaggio-con-la-citta-di-zebbug-malta/ 

https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/noi-eurhope-valeria-viglietti-e-maurizio-
santoro-per-lanno-europeo-dei-giovani-a/402716365066367/?locale=ms_MY 

https://www.primapaginanews.it/articoli/lanuvio-viglietti-vice-sindaco-al-lavoro-per-il-
progetto-europeo-che-prevede-lo-scambio-culturale-con-zebbug-malta-517190 

https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/incontro-telematico-tra-i-ragazzi-di-
lanuvio-e-zebugg-nella-giornata-di-ieri-30-/693097522154353/ 

https://www.metamagazine.it/lanuvio-rinnovato-il-patto-di-amicizia-con-la-citta-di-
zebbugmalta/ 

https://www.osservatoreitalia.eu/lanuvio-rinnovato-il-patto-di-amicizia-con-la-citta-di-
zebbugmalta/ 

Social 

https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/noi-eurhope-valeria-viglietti-e-maurizio-
santoro-per-lanno-europeo-dei-giovani-a/402716365066367/?locale=ms_MY 

https://www.facebook.com/100064653403585/posts/601788291986279/ 

 

 
 
 

 

 

https://www.castellinotizie.it/2022/05/31/lanuvio-1-giugno-aperitivo-europeo-a-villa-sforza-per-il-gemellaggio-con-la-citta-di-zebbug-malta/
https://www.castellinotizie.it/2022/05/31/lanuvio-1-giugno-aperitivo-europeo-a-villa-sforza-per-il-gemellaggio-con-la-citta-di-zebbug-malta/
https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/noi-eurhope-valeria-viglietti-e-maurizio-santoro-per-lanno-europeo-dei-giovani-a/402716365066367/?locale=ms_MY
https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/noi-eurhope-valeria-viglietti-e-maurizio-santoro-per-lanno-europeo-dei-giovani-a/402716365066367/?locale=ms_MY
https://www.primapaginanews.it/articoli/lanuvio-viglietti-vice-sindaco-al-lavoro-per-il-progetto-europeo-che-prevede-lo-scambio-culturale-con-zebbug-malta-517190
https://www.primapaginanews.it/articoli/lanuvio-viglietti-vice-sindaco-al-lavoro-per-il-progetto-europeo-che-prevede-lo-scambio-culturale-con-zebbug-malta-517190
https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/incontro-telematico-tra-i-ragazzi-di-lanuvio-e-zebugg-nella-giornata-di-ieri-30-/693097522154353/
https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/incontro-telematico-tra-i-ragazzi-di-lanuvio-e-zebugg-nella-giornata-di-ieri-30-/693097522154353/
https://www.osservatoreitalia.eu/lanuvio-rinnovato-il-patto-di-amicizia-con-la-citta-di-zebbugmalta/
https://www.osservatoreitalia.eu/lanuvio-rinnovato-il-patto-di-amicizia-con-la-citta-di-zebbugmalta/
https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/noi-eurhope-valeria-viglietti-e-maurizio-santoro-per-lanno-europeo-dei-giovani-a/402716365066367/?locale=ms_MY
https://www.facebook.com/comunedilanuvio/videos/noi-eurhope-valeria-viglietti-e-maurizio-santoro-per-lanno-europeo-dei-giovani-a/402716365066367/?locale=ms_MY
https://www.facebook.com/100064653403585/posts/601788291986279/
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HISTORY OF CHANGES 
VERSION PUBLICATION DATE CHANGE 

1.0 01.04.2022 Initial version (new MFF). 
   
   

 


